2023
Teams will play 3 games, and the top team in the black pool and the white pool will then
compete for a championship.
2023 A
Teams will play 3 games, and the top team in the black pool and the white pool will then
compete for a championship.
2024
Teams will play 2 games. After that teams will be re-seeded with the top 4 teams advancing to
the semifinals and then championship games, and the other 6 being re-seeded for consolation
games
2025
Teams will play 3 games, and the top team in the black pool and the white pool will then
compete for a championship.
2025 A
Teams will play 3 games, and the top two teams after those three games will compete in a 4th
championship game
2026
Teams will play 2 games. After that teams will be re-seeded with the top 4 teams advancing to
the semifinals and then championship games, and the other 6 being re-seeded for consolation
games
2027
Teams will play 3 games, and the top team in the black pool and the white pool will then
compete for a championship.

All tiebreakers are based on advancing the number of teams needed, and if more than the
number of teams needed to advance are tied in a category, the weakest team(s) in that
category will be removed and the remaining teams will move to the appropriate tiebreaker
based on the number of teams remaining. (Ex. If three teams are tied record wise, the first
tie-breaker is goal differential. If two of the teams have a goal differential of 6 and the third team
has a goal differential of 1, that third team is eliminated and the remaining two teams move to a
two team tiebreaker)
Tie-breakers explained: Head-to-head Who won when the two teams played each other
(Move to next tiebreaker if teams tied or did not play one another)

Goal Differential: (Capped at + or – 8. If you are to win by 12, this would only count as +8
towards your goal differential) How many more or fewer goals did teams score.
Goals Against: Which team gave up the fewest goals across all of their games
Points of teams beaten: This is a strength of schedule tiebreaker. This looks at how well the
teams you beat did in their pool play. This is to advance the team who beat stronger teams.
Beating 3 teams who all go 2-1 will advance you over a team who beat 3 teams that were 0-3
(Look at opponents record and add the following: 3 points for win, 1 for tie, 0 points for a loss.
The higher this score is across your opponents record the better chance you have of advancing
using this tiebreaker) Coin - Flip • If teams are even across all other tiebreakers, a coin flip will
occur to determine who advances

2-Team Tiebreaker
1. Head to Head
2. Goal Differential
3. Goals Against
4. Points of teams beaten
5. Coin-flip
3-Team Tiebreaker
1. ***If each team has played each other and one team is 2-0 against the other two, the 2-0
team will advance and the other two proceed to 2 team tie-breaker above (team with most
points, 3 points for a win and 1 point for a tie is pulled out and advances with other two moving
to two team tie-breaker)
2. Goals Differential
3. Goals Against
4. Points of teams beaten
5. Coin-flip
4-Team Tiebreaker (If more than one team is to advance, the top two advance, or
the top three in a category and the weakest in that tiebreaker category is eliminated and
proceed to 3 team or 2 team tiebreaker as needed for seeding) 1. Goal Differential 2. Goals
Against 3. Points of teams beaten 4. Coin-flip
5-Team Tiebreaker (If more than one team is to advance, the top two, or three or four teams
are moved on, and the weakest in the tiebreaker category is eliminated and proceed to 4 team
or 3 team or 2 team tiebreaker as needed for seeding)
1. Goal Differential

2. Goals Against
3. Points of teams beaten
4. Coin-flip
6-Team Tiebreaker (If more than one team is to advance, the top two, or three or four or five
teams are moved on, and the weakest in the tiebreaker category is eliminated and proceed to 5
team or 4 team or 3 team or 2 team tiebreaker as needed for seeding)
1. Goal Differential
2. Goals Against
3. Points of teams beaten
4. Coin-flip
***** In order to guarantee the best possible experience for all tournament participants, we
reserve the right to make changes such that teams in consolation games are able to play a
team they haven’t already played i.e. if the 9th place game and 11th place game are rematches
of a round robin game, we may switch opponents to allow teams to play against a new
opponent that they have not already played. *****

